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We provide several equivalences to the regularity of closed set-valued maps 
around a point in general metric settings. In particular, an easy to verify 
approximate openness notion is shown equivalent to regularity. A simple 
specialization of our theorem strengthens Frankowska’s novel “open mapping 
principle.” P 1988 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Regularity of both single-valued and set-valued maps has been studied 
by many authors. It links openness and inversion properties so closely that 
investigation of regular behavior becomes a useful approach in studying 
perturbed optimization problems, stability, and controllability (see 
[7, 10, 14, 18-20, 23, 241 and elsewhere). 
In this paper we study regularity properties of closed set-valued maps in 
metric spaces. We prove that our regularity property is actually equivalent 
to openness, to approximate openness, to an inversion property, and to a 
high order variation property (in an appropriate sense). Our theorems 
provide a unified way to establish many results. 
Recently, Khanh [16] extending work of Ptak [21] and Dolecki [ 1 I] 
proved a so-called induction thereom. Using it as a basic tool he proved 
some general open mapping theorem. We could largely derive our results 
from his, but we prefer a direct proof, based on Ekeland’s powerful 
c-variational principle [2], which is more in the spirit of non-smooth 
analysis and which gives our results in a form accessible for application. 
(See Borwein [7], where regularity is systematically applied to establish 
inversion, tangency and stability results.) 
* Partially supported by NSERC Grant A5116. 
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The organization of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we introduce 
general definitions of b-regularity, b-openness, and b-approximate openness 
and establish their equivalence. In Section 3 we show that regularity is 
indeed an inversion property. Several celebrated results are rederived as 
easy consequences of our main theorems. In our final section we study the 
connection between regularity and differentiation of set-valued maps. 
Frankowska’s open mapping principle [12] is strengthened and one more 
property is added to the equivalence of regularity provided that the range 
space of the map is finite dimensional. 
Throughout the paper we shall frequently use the notations 
d(x, A) :=inf{d(x, a)]a~A}; 
B&x,) := (XEXId(X, X&E}; 
B,(A) := {XEXId(X, A)<&}; 
and if X is a normed space, 
B,:={xEXIIlxll<l}. 
Also 
b:= lim inf; 
7 hm := lim sup 
2. THE MAIN THEOREM 
Let Q : X + Y be a set-valued map and y, E Q(x,) be given, with X and Y 
being metric spaces. Let 6: R + + R + be a strictly monotone continuous 
function with 6(O) = 0. We introduce the following definitions. 
2.1. DEFINITIONS. (i) Q is b-open around (x0, yO) if there exists a 
neighbourhood U of x,, and a neighbourhood W of y, such that 
B,(,)(Z) = W&(x)), (2.1) 
for all x in U, all z in Wn Q(x) and all t > 0 with B,(x,) c U. 
(ii) f2 is approximately d-open around (x0, ye) if there exist some non- 
negative function cI:R++R+ with lim,L,(6-‘(tl(t))/t) < 1, a 
neighbourhood U of x,,, and a neighbourhood W of y,, such that for all x 
in U, all z in Wn Q(x), and all t > 0 with B,(xO) c U, 
B,(,)(Z) = &,CQ(4(x))l. (2.2) 
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(iii) s2 is b-regular around (x,,, y,,) if there exist a constant K> 0, a 
neighbourhood U of x,,, a neighbourhood W of y,, such that for all z in W 
and all x in U with Q(x) n W# Qr 
d[x, Q-‘(z)] < KC’[d(z, Q(x))]. (2.3) 
2.2. THEOREM. Let X and Y be metric spaces and 0: X --+ Y a set-valued 
map with complete graph. Then for given y0 E 0(x,) the following are true: 
(i) If Q is S-open around (x,, yO), then Q is approximately o-open around 
(-%, Yo). 
(ii) If 52 is approximately b’-open around (x,, y,), then $2 is S-regular - 
around (x,, y,) for any 6 d 6’ with llm,,o (d(t)/t) < cg. 
(iii) Zf Q is d-regular around (x,, y,), then Sz is $-open around (x,, y,,), 
where 3 = 6(c, t) for some c0 > 0 and hence for all 0 < c < cO. 
Prooj: (i) is clear because for a(t) >, 0 
BacJz) = Q(4(x)) C-I &,,CQ(B,(x))l 
Now we prove (ii). Consider the failure of (2.3). Then there is some 
strictly monotone function 6 with 6(O) = 0 and 6 6 6’ such that for this 6, 
we can find sequences (xL)c X, (y;) c Y with XL + x0, y; -+ y,, and 
d( y,, 52(x;)) + 0 while for n = 1, 2, . . . . 
d[xL, Q-‘(yk)] > no-‘[d( yk, Q(xL))]. (2.4) 
Definef,:GrQcXx Y-+R by 
f-,(x, ~)=~-~Cd(z, ~21, if (x, z)EGr a. 
Then f,, is continuous on Gr 52. Let 
~,:=f,,(x;, 4)=6-%W, &)I, 
where z; E Q(xL) is chosen so that d( y;, Q(xh)) + l/n > d( yk, z:) and 
44, Q -‘(yiJl > nd-‘My;, &Jl. 
It follows from (2.4) that E, >O because d( y;, 2;) B d(yk, Q(xk)). Note 
also that E, approaches zero as n goes to infinity because 
d(yk ~3 G 4.k yo) + 4yo, 8,) G dbL Y,) + 4~~~ QbL)) + l/n. 
It is evident that 
fn(x;, z;) 6 inf f + E,. 
GrR 
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Let A,:= min(ne,, &). Then 1, > 0 and 1, -+ 0. Since Gr Q is complete 
and f,, is continuous, Ekeland’s E-variational principle applied toy,, on the 
metric space Gr 52 with 
4(x,, YlL (Xl? I41 :=4x,, x2) + KY,, Yd 
asserts the existence of (x,, z,) in Gr 52 such that 
(4 4(x,, z,), CG zb)l G 2,; 
(b) f,h 2,)) Cf,(x:,, zl) = E,,; 
and 
(cl fn(K z)-fn@,, Z")> -Pn4bJ9 4, (x3 Z)ll if ZESL(X), 
where pn .- +- ~,/;i, = max(&, l/n). 
From (a) we see that (x,, JJ,) + (x0, yO) because 
4(X”, zn), (x0, uo)l ,i dC(& &A> (X0? Ydl + L 
Clearly, Q(x,) is nonempty and (c) shows that for z E Q(x) 
s-‘cd(z,y’,)l-~-‘c~(~,,y’,)1~ -P,c~(x”,x)+~(z”,z)l. (2.5) 
Denote 13~‘[d(z,, y’,)] by t,. Then t, >O since 
d(x,, XL) G 1” d ne, < d(&, a-‘(Y:)) 
so that &, $ Q(x,). Also t, -+ 0. Take .? in B,Jx,,) arbitrarily. Replace (x, z) 
by (2, z) E Gr SE in (2.5). Then d(x,, 2) d f, and 
ml42, rid1 - tn3 -p,ct, + d(z,, z)l 
> - Pnct” + at, f,) I- 4YL z)l. 
Hence 
or 
That is, 
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Since we assume that ii&,,, (s(t)/t) is finite and since both p. and f,, go to 
zero, we have p;6(t,)/t, +O. 
Now write a,=p,&(t,)/t,, and p, :=p,,+ (T,. Then both on and pL, go to 
zero and 
Note that 6 ~ I is a continuous strictly monotone function, and z is 
chosen from Q(a) c Q(B,“(x,)) arbitrarily; hence we can assert from above 
that 
where 52 n := Q(B,“(x,)). Therefore 
b-‘CdbL Q,Jl +. W,, Q,) 
1” ” s(tn) 
21-j&. 
If d( yk, S2,)/6( t,) --) co, then there exists N> 0 such that for all n 2 A’, we 
have 
In other words, for any E > 0 and n > N, 
~-lC~Y:JL~l>,>,~~ 
tn ’ 
If, on the other hand, d( yi, lJ,)/t, is bounded by some M > 0 for all 
n = 1, 2, . . . . then 
~-‘C4yi,, QJI 
tn 
+a,M> 1 -pu,. 
Hence, in both cases for any E > 0, we can find N(E) > 0 such that for all 
n z N(E) 
~-‘C4YXJl>,-E 
t, ’ . 
Now L2 is approximately &-open around (x,, y,,), so 
(2.6) 
409/134!2-13 
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Note that d(yk, z,) = a(~,) < X(t,,), hence 
It follows from (2.6) that 
a(t,) a 4y;, Q,) 2 @(l-E) a 
This implies that 
~-‘[a(f,)l2(l-~)t,; 
or 
lim ~-‘Ca(t,), 1 
t.lo t, ” 
which contradicts our assumption that l&,, de’[a(t)]/t < 1. 
Finally, we verify (iii). 
Suppose that Q is b-regular around (x0, y,). Then there exist E > 0 and 
K> 0 such that for all x in B,(x,) with Q(x) n B&y,) # 0 and for all z in 
B,(Yo) 
d[x, W’(z)] <K6-‘[d(x, Q(x))]. 
Take z1 EQ(x,) with d(x,, x0) <s/2 and d(zl, yo) <s/2. Then 
d( y,, sZ(x,)) < d(yo, zr) <s/2. For each z in B&zl), by d-regularity of D, 
4x1, Q-‘(z)] <K6-‘Cd(z, s2(x,))]. 
Hence for any positive number K’ > K one can find an x in G?-‘(z) such 
that 
4x, x,) < K’s’[d(z, 52(x,))] < Kw’[d(z, z,)]. 
Let t be so small that 6(r/K’) < s/2. Then 
B,w,.,(z, I= B&I), 
and for each z in B,c,,,.,(z,) there exists an x in Q-‘(z) with 
d(x, x,)<Kw’[d(z, Zl)] <t. 
Thus, x E Q-‘(z) n B,(x,) and z E Q(x) c SZ(B,(x,)). Therefore 
B cq,,/&) = Q[&(x,)l 
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for each x1 E BEIZ(xO) and z r E RE,J y,) with z1 E 0(x,). That is to say, Sz is 
T-open around (x,,, yO) if we let &ct) := @t/K’). 1 
As an application of Theorem 2.2 we give the following corollary which 
essentially extends a result of Bourbaki [4, p. 35, Vol. 1, Lemma 21. 
2.3. COROLLARY. Let X and Y be metric spaces, 52 : X + Y a set-valued 
map with complete graph. Suppose for every x0 in X and any y, E Q(x,) there 
exist a neighbourhood U of x,,, a neighbourhood W of yO, and a strictly 
positive function 6 : (0, 00) + (0, 00) such that for all x in U, all y in 
W n Q(x), and all t > 0 with B,(x,) c U, 
B,(,)(Y) = QCB,(X)l~ (2.7) 
Then (i) Q is z-open around (x,, yO) for some strictly monotone continuous 
function 8 6 6 with 8(O) = 0. 
(ii) There exists a neighbourhood u’ of x0, a neighbourhood W’ of y,, and 
some t, > 0 such that for all E > 0, all x in u’, all y in W’n Q(x), and all 
o<t<t,, 
B,(,)(Y) = Q(B,+e(x)). (2.8) 
Proof (i)Define S,(t):=+min {t, s~p~<~<~S(s)J, t>O. Let (a,] be a . . 
sequence of real numbers strictly decreasing to 0. That is a, <a,.. , for 
n = 1, 2, . . . and lim, _ 3. a, = 0. Let 
i 
61(an+l) if t =a, 
s^(t) := 
~lt4 + 
[ 
~lta,)--61tan+l) 
k-a,+, 1 (t-4) if a,<t<a,- 1. 
Then for sufficient small t, 6(t) is a strictly monotone continuous function 
with 8 d 6, < 6 and with 8(O) = 0. Now (2.7) implies that 
B&,,(Y) c QCB,b)l 
which shows that 0 is approximately &open around (x,, yO) (with 
a(t) z 0). Theorem 2.2 asserts that Q is z-open around (x,, y,,) for some 
strictly monotone continuous function 5~ 8. Without loss of generality we 
may assume that U = BJx,,); W = B,(x,) and for all x in U, all y in 
Q(x) n W, and all 0 < t < p we have 
&t,(Y) = Q(B,(x)). (2.9) 
4C9/134j2-13’ 
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(ii) Let U’ := Bp12(&) and IV’ := Bp12(yO). Now (2.7) implies that for all 
x in U’, all y in Q(x) n IV’, and all 0 < t < p/2, 
B,(,)(Y) = mIQ(Bt(x))l 
for every a > 0. Fix E > 0 and take y’ E B,(,)(y) arbitrarily. We can find 
for t GE a UE B,(x) and a w ESZ(U) such that d(y’, w) da. Let 
a=min{T(s),p-B(Q). Then WE IV’c Wand UE U. Moreover, 
Y’ E k(w) = &(d(W) = fwuv)) = Q(B, +6(x)), 
according to (2.9). Therefore (2.8) holds. 1 
2.4. Remarks. (i) The standard open mapping theorem for a closed 
single-valued linear map T between F-spaces (a topological vector space is 
an F-space if its topology is induced by a complete invariant metric) is 
an immediate consequence of Corollary 2.3. Indeed, the Baire category 
theorem will provide B,,,,(y) c T(B,(x)) and Corollary 2.3(i) will assert 
that T is open around (x, T(x)). 
(ii) When 52 is a continuous single-valued map and (2.7) is valid for all 
x,, in X with U being X and W being Y then Corollary 2.3(ii) is Bourbaki’s 
result. 
(iii) Ptak’s closed graph theorem [21] is similar to Corollary 2.3 with 
the assumption only that X is complete. However, the conclusions of 
Corollary 2.3 are equivalent to our regularity property. Therefore it is more 
useful and easier to be applied than Ptak’s theorem. 
The most interesting candidate for our strictly monotone continuous 
function 6(r) is ctr, where r 2 1 and c > 0. We shall say a set-valued map Q 
is open(regulur) at rate r around (x,, ,v,) if there exist some r > 1 and some 
c > 0 such that D is S-open (regular) around (x0, y,,) for 6 = cf. We shall 
also say that 52 is approximately open at rate r around (x,, yO) if there exist 
r 2 1, some c > 0, and some 0 < y < c such that Sz is approximately b-open 
for s(t) = ct’ and a(t)= yt’. Note that d(t) = ct’ satisfies the relation 
htl, (iS(t)/t) < co and when a(t) = yt’ and s(t) = ct’ with 0 ,< y < 0 we have 
Therefore we can rephrase Theorem 2.2 as follows. 
2.5. THEOREM. Let X and Y be metric spaces and 52: X + Y a set-valued 
map with complete graph. Then for given yo~12(xo) the following are 
equivalent: 
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(i) 52 is open at rate r around (x,, y,); 
(ii) Q is approximately open at rate r around (x0, y,); 
(iii) 52 is regular at rate r around (x,, yO). 
3. AN INVERSION THEOREM AND SOME APPLICATIONS 
One of the good features of Theorem 2.2 is that it enables us to verify the 
approximate openness of a set-valued map when we want to verify the 
regularity or openneess of the map. This is usually much easier than 
directly establishing the latter as we shall demonstrate in this section and in 
the sequel, by rederiving several celebrated results. First, we explore further 
the intrinsic nature of a-regularity of a closed set-valued map. It turns out, 
as one expects, that d-regularity of a closed set-valued map Q is equivalent 
to a 6 - ‘-LSC property of Q -‘-an inversion feature of the map Q. Here, 
as always, x E Q ‘( y) if and only if y E Q(x). 
Analogously to the definition of pseudo-Lipschitzness for set-valued 
maps introduced in Rubin and Ekeland [2] we now insert the following: 
3.1. DEFINITION. Let X and Y be metric spaces and Q: X+ Y be a set- 
valued map. Suppose 6: Iw + -+ iw + is a strictly monotone (continuous) 
function and y,,~G(x~). We say 62-l is 6 -‘-LSC around (y,,, x0) if there 
exist a neighbourhood W of y, and a neighbourhood U of x0 such that 
(a) Q ‘(y)nU#0,bE W (3.1) 
(b) there exists K> 0 with the property that for every y, and y2 
in W, 
Q-‘(Y,)~ UCB,,~I~~(.“,.‘~),(SZ -‘(4’dn U) (3.2) 
when d(t) := cf for some c>O, r>O, then a map which is 6-l - LSC 
around (y,, x0) is called pseudo Holder at rate r around (y,, x0). When 
r = 1, it is called pseudo Lipschitz around ( y,, x0). 
3.2. THEOREM. Let R be a closed set--valued map between metric spaces 
X and Y. Let 6 be as described in Definition 3.1 and y, E Q(x,) be given. 
Then f2 is o-regular around (x0, yO) if and only if B ’ is 6 ’ - LSC around 
hb %I. 
Proof. We assume first that D is S-regular around (x,, , y,). Then there 
exist K > 0, s0 > 0, E, > 0 such that for all y in B,,( y,) and all x in B,(x,) 
with Q(x) n 4,(~,) f 0 
dCx, Q-‘(y)1 <J=‘Cd(y, Q(x))l. (3.3) 
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Since x0 is in B,(x,) and yO belongs to a(~,) n B,,(y,), we clearly have, 
for all y in B,,(y& 
Hence 
4x0, Q-‘(y)1 ~~~-W(y, QcGJ)l 
d Km4Y, Jdl. 
4x0, fwY))awh), VY E B,,(Yo). 
Choose 6, <E, so small that K6-‘(E^,)<so and denote BK6-l(b,j(~O) by U 
and B,-,(yo) by W. Then 
Q-‘(YM uz0, vyc w. (3.4) 
Pick y,, y, arbitrarily from W. It follows from (3.4) that O-‘(y,)n U 
and SZ-‘(y,)n Uare nonempty. Now for each x, in Q-‘(y,)n U we have 
by (3.3), 
Thus, 
4x,, Q-‘(Y)1 GJ=‘MY, Q(x,))l, Q~E W. 
4x,, QWYdl GJ=‘C4Y,v Q(x,))l. 
Now for any K’ > K, we can find an x2 in Sz-‘(y,) n U with the property 
that 
Therefore, 
Next, we assume that 51-l is d-‘-LX around (yo, x0). Let W=B,(y,) 
and U= B,(x,) be the neighbourhoods of y, and x0, respectively, satisfying 
(3.1) and (3.2). Denote BE,3( yo) by l?. Then there exists 8~ U, a 
neighbourhood of x0, such that for all y in p, Sz-‘( y) n 0 # 0. Moreover, 
for all x in 0 and all y in p, 
4~~ Q(x)) = 4~~ Q(x) n W. 
Indeed, suppose 9 E Q(x)\ W, then 
d(y, 9) 2 d(~,, 9) - 4yo, Y) > s-s/3 = (2/3)s 
and for all zgLl(x)n W, d(y,z)<d(y,y,)+d(y,,z)<~/3+~/3=(2/3)~. 
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Now we take any x in 0 with Q(x) n m# (zr. For all 2 E Q(x) n W and 
all y E w it follows from (3.2) that 
~(x,~2’(Y))~d(x,a-‘(y)nU)~K6-‘[d(y,z)l. 
Therefore, 
4x, Q e’(y)) <KG-‘[d(y, Q(x) n W)] = KK’[d(y, Q(x))] 
for all x in 0 with Q(x) n m# I$ and for all y in @‘. That is, Q is h-regular 
around (x,,.v,). I 
In a similar way we can also prove that Q is &open around (x,, yO) if 
and only if Q ~ ’ is 6- ‘-LSC around ( yO, .q,). 
3.3. COROLLARY. When Gr Q is complete and 6 satisfies lim,l, ii(t)/t < x 
then by Theorems 2.2 and 3.2 the following are equivalent: 
(i) Q is o-regular around (x,, y,); 
(ii) Q is b-open around (x,, y,); 
(iii) Q is o-approximately open around (x,, y,); 
(iv) D ’ is S-‘-LSC around (yO, x0). 
One of the most important class of set-valued map is that of closed 
convex relations-set-valued maps with closed convex graph. Some funda- 
mental results on continuous linear operators can be extended to the class 
satisfactorily. (See, for example, Borwein [6].) It is interesting to note that 
the following open mapping theorem for closed convex relation due to 
Robinson [23], Ursescu [25], and Borwein [6] can be derived directly 
from our theorem. 
3.4. THEOREM. Let X and Y be Banach spaces, Q: X -+ Y be a closed 
convex relation. If y, is in the core of the range of 8, then Q is open at linear 
rate around (x,, y,) E Gr Sz. Moreover, 52 ~ ’ is pseudo-Lipschitz around 
0)or x0). 
Proof Since y, E: core Q(X), there exist 6 > 0 and 0 < y < 6 such that 
Y,+~B,~SZ(X,+B,)+YB,.. 
Now pick E > 0 with y + 2~ < 6. For all x in B,(x,), y in B,(y,) with 
y E Q(x), we have, for 0 < t < 1, 
(1 - t) y + t( y, + 6B.J = (1 - t) Q(x) + tQ(x, + B,) + tyB., 
=Q[(l -t)x+t(xo+B,)] +tyB, 
c sZ[x + t(x, - x) + tB,] + tyB, 
cSZ[x+t(l+~)B,]+tyB,. 
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y+t8B,cQ[x+t(l +E) B,]+t(y-y,)+tyB, 
c Q[x + t( 1 + E) B,] + t(y + E) B,. 
Let b’:=6/(1+s),y’:=(y+s)/(l+s). Then y’<&and 
y + to’B, c Q(x + tB,) + ty’By (3.5) 
for O<t<l, YEQ(X) and )I y-y,/1 68, ((x-x,1)<&. Hence 52 is 
approximately open at linear rate around (x0, y,,). Therefore by 
Theorem 2.2 fi is open at linear rate around (x0, yO) and by Corollary 3.3 
52-l is pseudo-Lipschitz around (yO, x0). The proof is complete. 1 
3.5. REMARK. Note that (3.5) certainly implies that for all x in B,(x,), 
y in B,(y,) with y E O(x), and for all 0 < t < 1 
y + to’B, c Q(x + tBy) + ty’B,,. 
It follows from Radstriim’s cancellation lemma [22] that 
y + (S’ - y’) tB, c G’(x + tB,). 
Now we use Corollary 2.3 to affirm that there exists E’ > 0 such that 
int [ y + (S’ - 7’) tB,] c Q(x + tBy) 
for all x in B,.(x,),y in B,(y,,)nG(x) and 0~ t < 1. 
The above remark not only exhibits explicitly the constant of linear rate 
openness of $2 but also intimates the following interesting local surjectivity 
result for convex process due to Isac [15], Borwein [S]. Recall that a 
c~nuex process H from linear space A’ to linear space Y is a set-valued map 
whose graph Gr(H) is a convex cone in Xx Y. 
3.6. COROLLARY. Let H be a closed convex process between Banach 
spaces X and Y. Suppose there exist positive constants t,, M, and v such that 
for every y in Y with 11 y )I G t, one can Jind x0 in X and z,, E H(x,) with the 
following properties: 
0) II x0 II GM II Y II ; 
(ii) II Y - z. II i v II Y II . 
Then H is open at linear rate with constant (1 - v)/M around (0,O). 
Proof: The hypotheses give the following inclusion: 
tBY c H(MtB,) + vtB,, (0 < t < to). 
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By Remark 3.5, 
int( 1 - v) B,. c H( MB,), 
or 
(1 - v)/M int B, c H(B,). 1 
When H is a continuous linear operator, the corollary with Urysohn’s 
lemma applied to the restriction map from the space of bounded con- 
tinuous functions on a normal space X to the space of bounded continuous 
functions on a closed subset of X yields immediately Tietze’s extension 
theorem, as first observed by Grabiner [13]. 
To provide one more example illustrating approximate openness at 
work, we rederive Robinson’s inversion theorem [24]. See also Borwein 
c71. 
Recall that a single-valued map G from Banach space X to Banach space 
Y is said to be strictly differentiable at x0 if it is Frechet differentiable at xg 
[S] with derivative VG(x,) and 
G(x + h) = G(x) +VG(x,) h + r(r, h)ll h II, 
where r(x, h) -+ 0 when x-+x0, h + 0. 
3.7. THEOREM. Let X and Y be Banach spaces and let G: X + Y be 
strictly differentiable at x0. Let A c X be closed and convex such that x0 E A 
and 
0 E core {VG(x,)(A - x,)}, (3.6) 
then G(, is regular at linear rate around (x0, GIA(xO)) and Cl;’ is (pseudo-) 
Lipschitz around (x,, GJA(xO)), where Cl,(x) = G(x) if XE A and 
Gj A(~) = 0 otherwise. 
Proqf. Since Y is a Banach space (3.6) is equivalent to 
0~int(VG(,(x,)(A-x,)}. 
So there exists 6 > 0 such that 
6B, c W AxdC(A - xd n Bxl . 
Since G is strictly differentiable at x0, one can prove there exists a 
neighbourhood U of x,, with the property that for sufficient small y > 0 and 
all O< t < t,, t, is fixed, 
WAxo)C(A -xc,) n Bxl = GI.Cx+t(A--x)l-Gl,(x)+yB, t I 
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for all x E U n A. Hence, 
dB,cGI.[x+f(a-x,)l-Glr(x)+lB 
t Y 
for all x in Un A and 0 < t < to. That is, GJ A is approximately open at 
linear rate around (x0, GI A(~,,)) and so GJ, is regular at linear rate around 
(x0, GJA(xO)). Therefore Cl;’ is Lipschitz around (x0, Gl,(x,)). 1 
4. REGULARITY AND DIFFERENTIATION OF SET-VALUED MAPS 
The graph of the derivative to a smooth function is the tangent to the 
graph of the functon, and so Aubin introduces the derivtive of a set-valued 
map by defining the graph of the derivative to be the Clarke tangent cone 
[9] to the graph of the map. 
4.1. DEFINITION (Aubin [ 1 I). Let Q be a set-valued map between 
normed spaces X and Y. The (Clarke) derivative of Q at (x,, y,,) EGO 52 
is the closed convex process CQ(x,, y,,) from X to Y whose graph is the 
Clarke tangent cone CorQ(x,,, y,) to the graph of Q at (x,,, yO). 
When O={G} is single-valued and continuously differentiable at 
xo, CQ(xo, f+o)) =Wxo). 
Very recently, Frankowska [12] introduced the following concept of 
high order variations for set-valued maps. 
4.2. DEFINITION. Let X and Y be normed spaces and IR: X-t Y a set- 
valued map. Suppose y, E 0(x,) is given and r > 1 is any number. The set 
of rth order variation of Q at (x0, yo), is defined by 
Q’(xo, yo) := lim inf 
i-2(x + tB,) - y 
(4 Y) - (x0. YO) t’ ’ 
Y 6 Q(x) 110 
(4-l) 
where lim inf is in the sense of Kuratowski [17]. 
High order variations for set-valued maps enjoy many interesting 
properties. The reader is referred to Frankowska’s paper for details. For 
instance, the first-order variation of Sz is closely related to the image of the 
unit ball B, of the derivative of 8, as Frankowska observed in her paper. 
In fact, 
CQ(xo, Yo)(B,) c Q’(xo, Yo). (4.2) 
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Indeed, when Sz is single-valued and continuously differentiable at x0, 
Wxo) B.x = Q’(xo, ~0). (4.3) 
However, high order variations can provide more information even when 
C2 is a real-valued function. 
4.3. EXAMPLES. (i) Let f(x) := x2”+ ’ for x in Iw and a positive integer n. 
Then B.,= C-1, l] and 
f2” + ‘(0, 0)( B,) = lim inf 
(X+tB,)2”+1-x2”+’ 
r-0 
t2n+ 1 
110 
= lim inf {(z + B,)‘“+’ - z2”+‘} (Z = x/t) 
.x - 0 
IlO 
In fact, 
if cc<2n+l 
WI if a = 2n + 1 
if a>2n-t-1. 
(ii) Let g(x) := xZn, for x in R and a positive integer n. Then, 
g’“(O, O)(K) = /‘-j { (2 + B)2n - z2”) 
=‘iR [O,max(zf l)“-z”] 
zeK4 
= [O, 11. 
Also, we have 
r 
0 if r <2n 
g’(O, O)(B,) = CO, 11 if r=2n 
R if r > 2n. 
When X is a Banach space, Y is a finite dimensional space and Q is a 
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closed set-valued map with yo~S2(x0) being given, Frankowska [ 121 
proves that if for some integer r 2 1 
0 E int sZ’(xO, yO), (4.4) 
then D is open around (x0, y,,). 
It turns out that in this setting (4.4) is equivalent to our definition of 
regularity of Q at rate r around (x0, yO) and its equivalences. 
4.4. THEOREM. Let X be a complete metric space and Y a finite dimen- 
sional space and let 52 be a closed set-valued map and (x,,, yO) E Gr Q be 
given. Then the following are equivalent for r 2 1. 
(i) 0 E int Qr(xO, y,); 
(ii) Q is regular at rate r around (x0, y,); 
(iii) 12 is open at rate r around (x,,, y,,); 
(iv) Q is approximately open at rate r around (x0, yo); 
(v) 52-l is pseudo-Holder at rate r around (y,,, x,,). 
Proof We first demonstrate that (i) implies (iv). 
Let B, be the unit ball in y. Fix E in (0, l/2). Since B, is (pre)compact, 
there exists a finite set F := { pl, . . . . pk} c Y such that 
B,cF+eB,. (4.5) 
As 0 E int C(X~, yO), we can choose some 6 > 0 such that for every p in 
F, Sp E SZr(xO, y,). From the definition of the rth variation, we see that for 
v := 2~6 < 6 there exist a neighbourhood U of x0 and a neighbourhood W 
of y, such that for all t > 0 with B,(x,) c U, 
oPE t’ 
QCB,(x)l -Y + 21. B 
2 y 
if XE U and yea(x) n W. Hence 
6Fc QIBt(x)l --Y +I B 
t’ 2 Y’ 
Now 
SB, c 6F-k &BY 
cW4(x)l -Y +l B +I B 
t’ 2y2y 
c QCB,(x)l -Y + yB 
t’ 
Y 
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for all x in U, y in Q(X) n W and t > 0 with B,(x,,) c 0: Therefore Sz is 
approximately open at rate r around (x0, yO). 
On the other hand, if Q is open at rate r around (x,, y,) then it follows 
directly that (i) holds. Thus (iv) is equivalent to (i), (ii), and (iii). [ 
The following example illustrates that a map can be open around some 
point while not being open at any rate r > 0 around the point. Thus, 
Theorem 4.4 strengthens Frankowska’s open mapping principle [ 121. 
4.5. EXAMPLE. Let f: R -+ R! be defined by 
f(x)= 1 
exp( -F) if x#O 
0 if x = 0. 
Then 
-Y 
IAWYI 
if y#O 
f-'(Y)= 
is continuous around (0,O). Hence f is open around (0,O). However, 
lim lI(x) - I I 
e-l!l’l 
x-o xr 
=-jyo lX,r =o 
for all r>O. Thusf’(O,O)= (0) f or all r > 0 which violates (4.4). So fis not 
open at any rate r > 0 around (0,O); fP ’ is continuous, but not Holder at 
any rate around (0,O). 
Our next example shows that a map being open at some point is weaker 
than it being open around the point. 
4.6. EXAMPLE. (i) Let f : R -P [w be defined as 
f(x)= “5: 1 
1 k+(-x- ) 
if XE *[Y&T.&] 
11 
-- 
2 22n+2 
if 
xE+ ( 22n+2’ 22n+l 1 
for n = 0, 1, 2, . . . . 
Then f is open at 0 but not open around (0,O). 
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Penot [20’] shows that a set-valued map Q is open around at linear rate 
(x0, yO) with y,,~Q(x~) if and only if Sz-’ is pseudo-Lipschitz around 
(y,, x,,) and if and only if D is regular at linear rate around (x,,, yO). Our 
next example shows that in general our approximate openness is not the 
same as openness. 
(ii) Let 52: R + R2 be defined by Q(x) = C for all XE R, where C is the 
union of the unit balls centred at (- 1, 0), (LO), respectively. Then 
OE.Q(O) and 
lim OttB) - o -J =t (C-O)=R2. 
t10 t 
One can prove that Q is approximately open at linear rate at (0,O). 
However, as the origin (0,O) is in the boundary of C, Q is not open at 
a 0). 
Finally, we rederive from our previous results an inverse mapping 
theorem for set-valued maps proved recently by Aubin and Frankowska 
c31. 
4.7. THEOREM (Aubin and Frankowska [3]). Suppose Q is a closed set- 
valued map from a Banach space X into a finite dimensional space Y. Let 
(x0, yo) in the graph of Q be given. If the (Clarke) derivative of 52 at (x0, yo) 
is surjective, then 52-’ is pseudo-Lipschite around (y,, x0). 
Proof The surjectivity of the closed convex process CQ(x,, y,) is 
equivalent to 0 E core[ CQ(x,, y,)(X)]. By Theorem 3.4 there exists 6 > 0 
such that 
JB, = CQ(xo, YO) B,. 
Hence, Theorem 4.4 shows that IR- ’ is pseudo-Lipschitz around 
(Yo, x0). I 
The same technique can be used to prove inverse mapping theorems in 
Frechet spaces. The reader is referred to the forthcoming thesis t-263. 
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